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Industrial & Chemical


Our products provide a clear indication to if your products 
have been exposed to excessive temperatures from the very beginning of their journey to the end-user.








Guarantee safe & effective products with temperature monitoring



Temperature monitoring is essential in the industrial market 
to protect the integrity of your brand, reduce product loss and 
minimize damaged equipment. ATI’s accurate solutions for the industrial industry cover every temperature and are designed 
for chemicals, paints, and coatings as well as automotive, and general manufacturing.



Contact an Expert



Industrial & Chemical Monitoring Solutions
ATI offers a wide selection of temperature monitoring solutions that you can rely on to protect your product and ensure a positive experience for your customer. Our technology has been tested and proven to be reliable and effective for shipping and storage, manufacturing processes, automotive, heat treating, sterilization, bonding for textiles, electronics, aerospace applications, and many more industrial applications.





  



Chemical Indicators
ATI offers electronic indicators and data loggers for reliable, timely, and accurate access to the temperature data of your product. Whether you need a quick indication of temperature or full-time and temperature history, our portfolio of electronic solutions have you covered.



Learn More


  



Freezing Indicators
ATI offers freezing temperature 
indicators between 15°C and -8°C that can be printed directly at the product level or self-adhesive labels applied at the carton or pallet level. This gives 
you a clear indication that your 
product has been exposed to cold or freezing temperatures. 



Learn More


  



Temperature Data Loggers
ATI offers electronic indicators and data loggers for reliable, timely, and accurate access to the temperature data of your product. Whether you need a quick indication of temperature or full-time and temperature history, our portfolio of electronic solutions have you covered.



Learn More




Customer Success Stories




Validating Engine Warranty Claims with ATI Temperature Labels
Develop an indicator for placement on engines and transmissions to provide a permanent record of temperature abuse, which will be used to validate warranty claims.




  






	Strategy
	Implementation
	Results

Jasper had been using a metal disk with solder in the center that would melt away at higher temperatures, but adhering it to engines and transmissions was difficult. ATI developed an aggressive adhesive for an irreversible high temperature ascending (HTA) label that indicates 
when a specific temperature is reached.


Jasper technicians attach ATI’s HTA labels to engines and transmissions prior to installation. If the surface of the component exceeds a temperature of 260°F, the indicator will change from white to red. Since this is a permanent record, it can be used to evaluate any warranty claims.


The ATI solution provided a cost-effective, easily managed warranty abuse tool for Jasper since it was first implemented in 2001. The HTA label quickly adheres to the porous surface of the components without difficulty and ensures a permanent and accurate indication of temperature abuse that simplifies warranty claims.







Better Supply-Chain Accountability with Temperature Monitoring
Monitor temperatures in the supply chain during the winter months to avoid receiving polyurethane sealant compromised by freezing during storage or transit, especially critical since sealant may thaw by the time it reaches West Coast Glass.




  






	Strategy
	Implementation
	Results

ATI proposed an easily implemented and inexpensive solution using Freeze Check™ that would allow West Coast Glass and its sealant manufacturer to determine if the product was exposed to freezing temperatures in transit.


The sealant manufacturer applies Freeze Check indicators to its 55- gallon barrels. The flexible, durable Freeze Check design withstands impacts of 100 psi, is ideal for the shipping application, and provides at-a-glance visual indication of sub-freezing temperatures, without additional handling.


West Coast Glass eliminated the costs and associated problems of returning sealants compromised by freezing. The accuracy and efficiency of Freeze Check provided a new level of accountability that improved supplier relations.







Michelman Uses Blindspotz Labels to Enhance the Customer Experience
Implement a temperature monitoring solution for the chemical industry to notify the brand and their customers if the product has been exposed to freezing temperatures that could affect the quality or efficacy.
 




  






	Strategy
	Implementation
	Results

ATI’s Blindspotz freeze indicators are a cost-effective, customized solution that provides ease of application and interpretation.


Michelman implemented the use of Blindspotz freeze indicators during their Winter season to notify their customers that critical temperatures have been reached and quality should be inspected.


As a result of the Blindspotz implementation, Michelman’s brand is protected and the customer has full confidence in the product and the temperatures it withstood throughout storage and shipment.








Start Maintaining safe temperatures now
Whether you’re ready to get started or want more information about how ATI can help with your shipping and storage needs.



Contact Us Today
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2400 E River Rd Dayton, OH 45439
Phone. 937.429.2114
info@americanthermal.com
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent



Close
Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.






Necessary							

Necessary

Always Enabled

Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.





Functional							

Functional


Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.





Performance							

Performance


Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.





Analytics							

Analytics


Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.





Advertisement							

Advertisement


Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.





Others							

Others


Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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